Universal Database of Online
Publications from Ukraine
Exclusively at online.eastview.com, the Universal Database of Ukrainian
Publications (UDB-UKR). UDB-UKR offers full-text access to essential Ukrainian
newspapers and journals in real time.
These titles, showing a wide spectrum of opinion from pro-Russian to nationalistic
to pro-Western viewpoints, cover a broad range of political, economic, and cultural
affairs from different regions of Ukraine.
Topics include:







The positions of ruling and opposition political parties
Organizational trends in development of the armed forces
Ethnic relations
Changes in legislation
Economic and investment environment
Ukrainian Book Chamber records, including detailed bibliographic descriptions

For those who want to research the history of the Ukrainian-Russian conflict, learn
about the people who inspired the protesters at Euromaidan, read viewpoints from
Crimea during the Russian annexation, and more, an archive of previous issues is
available for most titles.
Coverage
Some publications of note include:











(Kyiv): Daily paper of record, in Ukrainian
Korrespondent (Kyiv): Popular city weekly, in Russian
Rabochaia gazeta (Kyiv): Popular workers' daily, in Russian
Vechirnii Kyiv (Kyiv): Evening news, weekly, in Ukrainian
Molod' Ukrainy (Kyiv): Popular workers' daily, in Ukrainian
Narodna Armiia (Kyiv): Weekly, Ukrainian Ministry of Defense, in Ukrainian
Vechernii Kharkov (Kharkov): Bi-weekly from eastern Ukraine, in Russian
L'vivskaia hazeta (L'viv): Weekly paper from the Western Ukraine, in Ukrainian
Krymskaia Pravda (Simferopol, Crimea): Daily, in Russian
Slava Sevastopolia (Sevastopol): Daily, home of the Russian naval base, in
Russian
 Vidomosti Verkhovnoi Rady Ukrainy (Kyiv): Weekly journal of the
Parliament, in Ukrainian
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East View UDB-UKR: Universal Database of Online Publications from Ukraine

Languages
Titles are in Ukrainian, Russian, and English.
Searching capabilities




Fluency in Russian is not mandatory: search in English, transliteration
Search full-text or searchable pdf. An electronic Cyrillic keyboard is available for input
Archive: Some titles go back as far as 1997 to present

Informative
Intended for academic libraries, government organizations, corporations, trade associations, and financial
service firms:






Foreign investors considering Ukrainian opportunities
Information professionals
Faculty and students
Marketing consultants and researchers
Business advisors

Easy-to-use interface
Search the entire database, or within individual titles. Features include:





Full-text format
Basic or advanced search and browsing
Transliteration and virtual Ukrainian keyboard display
English language interface

Terms
Flexible subscription plans for single users or institutions.
Inquiries/trials
Send an email to info@eastview.com or go to: online.eastview.com/freetrial.
Complete title list
Download the complete list of titles at www.eastview.com/online/databasetitles.
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